
 

 

 

 

 

Minutes of the Annual Meeting of The Unitarian Church of All Souls 

Sunday, February 3, 2019 

 

1. Opening.  At 12:10 pm on February 3, 2019, Jeffrey Friedlander, the Clerk of the Society, 

announced that it was his honor to call to order the 200th  Annual Meeting of the Society of The 

Unitarian Church of All Souls.  A determination being made that a quorum was present, Jeffrey 

read the names of the previously announced five candidates from among whom the Congregation 

would be electing three Trustees to fill the vacancies left by the expiration of the terms of three 

current trustees.   The first order of business was the designation of Inspectors of Election.  By 

voice vote, the following Inspectors were elected: George Collins (Captain) Pamela Healey, 

Melanie Niemiec, Kathleen Taylor, Laura Berman, Christine Dillon, and Kate Phillips.  After 

declaring the polls open and announcing that the minute book was available for inspection, 

Jeffrey turned the meeting over to the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees and 

introduced Julie Brannan, a member of that Committee and President of the Society.   

 

2. Announcements.   Julie welcomed the Congregation to the 200th annual meeting of the 

Society, noting that on this special day we commemorate All Souls’ origins that date back to a 

fateful meeting two hundred years ago between Lucy Channing Russel and her brother William 

Ellery Channing.  She then called the attention of the Congregation to (a) the Annual Report that 

had been recently prepared and made available to annual meeting’s attendees, (b) the existence 

of the Board’s twitter account over which the results of the election of Trustees would be 

announced, (c) the Church social in Reidy Friendship Hall that would follow the conclusion of 

the annual meeting,  (d) the professional staff’s hard work, dedication and contributions to the 

work of All Souls, (e) the volunteers of the Building Advisory Task Force who have selflessly 

devoted thousands of hours to the renovation of the Church and without whom this vital project 

could not have proceeded and (e) to all of the volunteers who have also made the work of All 

Souls possible.  She then introduced Christina Bellamy, President of the All Souls Historical 

Bicentennial Society, and Tracy Sprowls,  Assistant Minister for Lifetime Faith Formation, who 

would unveil the recently acquired Channing Lectern.  

 

3. Unveiling of Channing Lectern.  After reviewing the history of the Channing Lectern 

beautifully sculpted by the artist Leon Morse from the likeness of William Channing and 

commissioned in 1929 by Emma Adams, a member of the First Unitarian Church of Plainfield 

and descendant of the Adams Presidents, Christina unveiled this special piece which she noted 

would be used for special All Souls’ events.  She then introduced Tracy Sprowls who described 

how her history with the Plainfield Church as its former minister helped All Souls in acquiring 

the Lectern from her former Church.   

  

4. Roll call and recognizing All Souls’ founding.  Heidi DuBois, Second Vice President of 

the Society, spoke the names of those who had passed away during the preceding year as the 

congregants stood in solemn silence.  She then introduced Marilynn Scott Murphy and Miles 



Chapin who addressed the history of All Souls’ founding speaking from the words of William 

Ellery Channing and of his sister Lucy Channing Russel who had invited her brother to speak at 

a meeting two hundred years ago out of which All Souls came into being.  

 

5. Election of Deacons.  After reviewing the candidates for Deacons (including new 

nominees Heidi Blum, Bernard FitzGerald, Jr. Linda Rousseau, and Li Yu together with the slate 

of those current Deacons who were listed in the notice of the Annual Meeting), Carol Kirkman, 

First Vice President of All Souls,  called for a vote thereon whereupon, a motion having been 

made and duly seconded, all of the candidates were elected by voice vote of the Congregation.    

6. Presentation of Awards.  Beryl Jones-Woodin, President of the Deacons, presented the 

Deacons Award to Mary Ellen Fahs, recounting Mary Ellen’s substantial contributions to All 

Souls in making our Church a more welcoming place to newcomers through, among other 

efforts, her impactful presence greeting countless visitors at the welcoming table during coffee 

hour.  Mary Ellen accepted her award expressing her deep gratitude. 

Li Yu, who served as President during the course of his now expiring tenure as a Trustee, 

presented the Presidents Award.  Citing the recipient’s two decades of dedicated service to All 

Souls and his outstanding leadership and impact throughout that period as reflected in a number 

of testimonies from which he read, Li presented the award to David Robb.  Greeted by rousing 

applause from the Congregation, David accepted the award with deep gratitude and spoke to the 

beautiful welcoming community that he has encountered at All Souls and to the honesty, 

sincerity and sense of community that characterizes the Society’s members.    

7. Capital Campaign Update.  David Poppe comprehensively reviewed the status of the 

Capital Campaign during the course of which he (a) explained the need for the Campaign in 

order to refurbish an aging Church building which, among other factors compelling the 

renovation project, has necessitated ad hoc repairs that have been a drag on the endowment, (b) 

acknowledged the extraordinary work and commitment of the volunteers comprising the 

Building Advisory Task Force whose contributions have been instrumental in making the 

forthcoming renovation possible, (c) expressed gratitude to the committed members and other 

donors for their monetary support that has resulted in the raising of substantial revenues to date, 

(d) reviewed the funds raised to date, project-related cash flow projections, projected use of 

funds and the schedule under which the renovations are anticipated to proceed, (e) summarized 

the actions taken to date in readying the building for the renovation process, (f) touched upon (i)  

the specific projects that will comprise the work to be undertaken and noted the Board’s approval 

(subject to securing the necessary financing) of a renovation budget of $9 million dollars and (ii) 

potential projects that at present the Board has excluded from the work but which could be 

undertaken at a later date subject to securing adequate contributions therefor,  (g) spoke to the 

impact on the substantial costs of scaffolding in prioritizing work so as to avoid the duplication 

of the scaffolding process, (h) pointed to the need to raise additional funds in order to address 

unanticipated requirements that have expanded the originally anticipated scope of work, 

including the costly replacement of the roof and (i) in response to those expanded needs, 

announced the extension of the Campaign in order to raise an additional $3.5 million and, toward 

that end, asked congregants to consider additional donations and announced a new matching gift 

applicable to new incremental pledges.   



 

8. Closing of the polls.  Carol announced the closing of the polls and expressed her gratitude 

(a) to the Trustee candidates for their service to All Souls, including their willingness, if elected, 

to serve the Church in this important capacity and (b) to Robin Bossert, Julie Brannan and Li Yu, 

whose terms as Trustees were now expiring, for their dedication and contributions to All Souls as 

Trustees.  

 

9. Senior Minister’s Update.  Citing the institutional history of All Souls in responding 

effectively to internal and external crisis – albeit, with the historical exception of allowing three 

prior Church buildings to fall into states or irreparable disrepair, Galen Guengerich expressed his 

(a) deep admiration to the Congregation for its willingness and commitment  to remedy the 

deterioration to our building brought about by the passage of time, (b) gratitude to all of All 

Souls’ volunteers, emphasizing the extraordinary work of the Building Advisory Task Force and 

to those who have given so generously to the Capital Campaign, all of whom have made possible 

both the Capital Campaign success to date and bringing us to the point where the renovation can 

proceed and (c) his honor and humility in being a part of the All Souls community.  He 

expressed hope that the Congregation will respond with equal commitment and effectiveness to 

the challenges of raising greater funds through the annual campaign, failing which substantial 

programming cuts, that will seriously undercut the life of the Church, will become necessary .  

Lastly, he expressed confidence in All Souls’ ability to successfully respond to societal changes 

that have challenged religious institutions generally, including a trend whereby young people 

have become less religiously active –  envisioning All Souls as a continuing sanctuary for 

spiritual seekers and becoming a “laboratory congregation” exploring and determining ways to 

best respond to the evolving needs of our day and for many years to come. 

 

10. Announcement of Election Results.  In his capacity as Captain of the election inspectors, 

George Collins announced that Julie Brannan, Betty McCollum and David Rockefeller, Jr. had 

been elected to the Board and that Jeff Friedlander had been elected as Clerk of the Society.   

 

11. Questions and answers.  After extending the Congregation’s appreciation to George 

Collins and the other inspectors for their work, Julie Brannan asked for questions from the 

Congregation.  Their being none, Julie mentioned that the next Board/congregational dialogue 

would be on March 31st and turned the meeting over to Audette Fulbright for a closing prayer. 

 

12.   Closing prayer.  Audette Fulbright led the Congregation in the spirit of meditation and 

prayer that we, the Congregation of All Souls, may be a people of gratitude, of vision, of justice 

and of covenant. 

 

The business of the annual meeting having been completed, Julie Brannan adjourned the meeting 

at 1:26 pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/ Kevin Billet 

 

Kevin Billet 



Secretary to the Board of Trustees 

 

 

 
 


